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WOMEN’S ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION IN IRAQ, JORDAN AND LEBANON

Female labor force participation in the Mashreq is exceptionally
low, a problem likely to be exacerbated by the COVID-19
pandemic. This report calls for action in the following areas:
stronger economic growth, effective policy action to close
legal gaps, promotion of more egalitarian attitudes, access
to quality childcare, and the provision of safe transportation.
The report also notes significant opportunities in the digital
economy; however, without action to close the digital gender
gap, those opportunities could become another barrier.

INTRODUCTION
Women’s participation in the labor mar-

force, compared to two-thirds of women

ket in the Mashreq countries of Iraq,

with tertiary education in Iraq and Leb-

Jordan, and Lebanon remains among the

anon and half of those in Jordan (Figure

lowest in the world. Less than 15 per-

ES.2). Notably, differences in labor force

cent of women work in Iraq and Jordan,

participation between educated and un-

and only 26 percent do in Lebanon. Al-

educated women are larger than between

though low levels of economic participa-

educated men and women. With young-

tion are found in other countries within

er women increasingly having more ed-

the region, Iraq and Jordan rank among

ucation, labor force participation rates

the countries with the lowest female par-

among the young are significantly higher

ticipation rates in the world, only after

in Lebanon and, to a lesser extent, Jor-

the war-torn Syrian Arab Republic and

dan. (Figure ES.3). In some other coun-

Republic of Yemen. The participation

tries, a pattern of sharply increasing

rates for women in these three countries

participation among younger age groups

lie between 25 and 35 percentage points

marked the beginning of a generational

below the international average given

shift in which younger women partici-

their per capita GDP (Figure ES.1).

pate to a greater degree in the labor mar-

Participation is particularly low for
less educated women. Few non-tertia-

ket and older cohorts slowly leave the
working-age population.

ry-educated women are in the labor
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FIGURE ES.1.

Female labor force participation rates, selected Mashreq countries compared to rest of the world

Female labor force participation rate, ages 15–64 (%)
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S ource: Based on modeled I nt ern at io n a l Labo ur Org a n iza t io n dat a f ro m t he Wo r l d D eve l o p m e nt Ind i c a t o rs .

Women in the Mashreq countries

nation of high unemployment and low-

governments have targeted increases in

who are willing to participate in the la-

er pay likely discourages some women

women’s labor force participation rates

bor market face high unemployment

from seeking work at all.

by 2025 of 5 percentage points in Iraq

rates and tend to be paid less for similar
work. Female unemployment is nearly
twice that for men, reaching almost 25
percent in Jordan—meaning that low
rates of female participation mask an
even lower rate of employment. Moreover, those women who do work tend
to work in certain sectors and earn less
than men do for comparable jobs. The
gender wage gap for women and men
working similar jobs with similar education and experience is about 17 percent
in Jordan’s private sector and 18 percent
and 22 percent for all workers in Iraq
and Lebanon, respectively. This combi-

8

The governments of Iraq, Jordan, and
Lebanon have set ambitious targets for
increasing female labor participation,
which, if achieved and sustained over
the longer term, will have substantial
potential impacts on economic growth.
From 2000 to 2017, the annual economic growth rate in Iraq was 1.4 percent;

and Lebanon and to a rate of 24 percent
in Jordan. If the targeted increases in
participation of five points over five years
are not only met but also continued for a
further decade, annual economic growth
would be increased by 1.6 percentage
points in Iraq, 2.5 points in Jordan, and
1.1 points in Lebanon by 2035.

increases in the value added by female

Achieving these targets will not be

workers contributed 0.3 percentage

easy; this report outlines the many con-

points of this (Figure ES.4). In Jordan,

straints on economic participation for

females contributed 0.5 points of the

women at different life stages and from

1.5 percent annual growth rate; in Leb-

different backgrounds. Few countries

anon, they contributed only 0.2 points

have achieved the increases targeted by

of the 1.5 percent growth rate. The three

the Mashreq countries in such a short
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Female labor force participation rates in selected Mashreq
countries, by age group

(adjusted) Female LFP

Lebanon

starting point. This report summarizes
the barriers to women’s economic participation and outlines a forward-looking
agenda for policy makers and researchers. It combines a life-cycle approach to
analyze each constraint as it occurs at
a particular critical point in a woman’s
life (represented in Figure ES.5), while
recognizing that this experience will be
different for women of different socioeconomic backgrounds.

20
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0

(adjusted) Male LFP

Sources: 2011/12 L e ba n o n Ho useh o ld B udg et S urvey ; 2 0 1 2 I ra q H o u s e ho l d
Soci o-Economi c Survey ; 2 0 1 6 Jo rdan La bo r M a rket Pan el S ur vey 2016.
Not e: Ad j u st ed labor fo rc e part ic ipa t io n ( LF P) rat e is defin ed a s t he s ha re
of women (men) i n th e labo r fo rc e over t h e t ot a l po pula t io n , exc l u d i ng
t hose i n full-t i me educ a t io n .
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FIGURE ES.3.

Labor force participation in selected Mashreq countries, by
education level

Share of population in the labor force, ages 15–64 (%)

FIGURE ES.2

Lebanon

So u rc e s : 2011/ 12 L e b a no n H o u s e ho l d Bu d g et Su r vey ; 2012 Ira q H o us eh o l d
So c i o - E c o no m i c Su r vey ; 2016 J o rd a n L a b o r M a r ket Pa ne l Su rvey 2 0 1 6 .
Not e : Pa r t i c i p a t i o n ra t e s fo r wo m e n a g e d 25–64, exc l u d i ng th o s e wh o m ay
s t i ll b e e nro ll e d i n f u ll- t i m e e d u c a t i o n.

CONSTRAINTS TO WOMEN’S
PARTICIPATION IN THE
LABOR FORCE
Weak labor demand represents the ma-

demographic growth. The implication is

jor constraint for obtaining gainful em-

a persistently high unemployment rate,

ployment for both women and men. The

especially among youth and women.

sluggish job creation in the Middle East

Moreover, in the context of an econom-

and North Africa (MENA) region is a

ic slowdown, fiscal constraints, and the

primary barrier to greater female par-

conflict-related crisis in the region, weak

ticipation in the economy. Compounded

labor demand may continue to constrain

with recent instability and crises, em-

economic opportunities for women and

ployment growth in these countries has

men going forward.

been unable to overcome the fast pace of
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FIGURE ES.4

Female workers’ contribution to growth, selected Mashreq countries
b. Projected, 2017–35,
if female participation targets
are met and sustained
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Women face additional barriers related to social norms, legal constraints,

FIGURE ES.5

Critical turning points of women’s participation in the labor market

and market failures. Several factors have
disproportionate effects on women’s

Getting
ready

ability to effectively participate in the

Entering
and
remaining

Getting
married

Having
a child

labor market, including more limited
access to capital (human, physical, and
financial) than men, lack of affordable

S o urc e: Or i g i na l f i g u re fo r t hi s re p o r t .

and adequate childcare and of safe public transportation, and laws and societal
preferences for men that result in their
taking the few available jobs. Moreover,
marriage and children dramatically reduce a woman’s probability of working,
albeit with differences across countries.
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Young women and girls encounter

ucation is a challenge for Iraqi girls, par-

barriers as they develop the human cap-

ticularly in rural areas. In addition, gen-

ital needed to enter the labor force. Al-

der gaps associated with certain fields of

though girls get an equal start with boys

study may, in turn, be shaped by society’s

in all three countries in terms of school

expectations.

attendance at early ages, completing ed-
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FIGURE ES.6
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Not e: Fi gure shows wo m en ’ s respo n ses t o t h e st a t em ent “ B eing a ho u s ew i fe i s j u s t a s f u lf i ll i ng a s wo r k i ng .” “A g re e ” a nd “a g re e s t ro ng ly ” have been c o m bi ned , as have “di sagree” an d “ disag ree st ro n g ly ”. “ Do n ’ t k n ow ” i s l ow a nd exc l u d e d .

In addition, several barriers prevent

is even more dire in a country like Iraq

decision-making power. Although the

women from entering and remaining

where insecurity and instability are wide-

impact varies by country, for most wom-

in the labor market. Harassment in the

spread. Similarly, women with disabili-

en of most education levels, the number

workplace and on public transportation

ties are even less likely to work, and poor

who work drops significantly when they

is common, preventing many women

public transportation is likely an import-

marry, likely reflecting a combination of

from accessing economic opportunities.

ant factor. In addition to safety concerns,

personal preferences, an expectation of

Poorer women are often disproportion-

women face other restrictions related to

having children soon, and social norms.

ately affected, for instance, because they

societal expectations of the role of wom-

Importantly, most women in all three

are the most reliant on public transport.

en, to employers who are reluctant to

countries and at all education levels agree

About 1 in 3 women in the three coun-

employ them, and in some cases to legal

that being a housewife is just as fulfill-

tries has ever been verbally harassed in

restrictions (and a lack of awareness and

ing as working (figure ES.6). Moreover,

public; 1 in 5 women in Iraq and Leba-

enforcement of rights and obligations) on

women who do choose to work, contrary

non and 1 in 10 women in Jordan have

the nature of work women can do.

to existing social norms, may suffer from

been physically harassed. A recent survey in Jordan found that 81 percent of
women think economic participation
would be improved through better and
safer public transportation, and 47 percent said they had refused to take a job
because this was lacking. The situation

Participation rates fall for married
women because of a combination of
preferences and social norms around
women’s roles and responsibilities after getting married. Lower education
is correlated with less equal views on

domestic violence as a result. In Jordan,
working women are more likely to suffer
emotional or sexual violence, particularly among the less educated. One possible
explanation may be husbands’ attempt to
reassert power, control, and dominance

gender roles at home and on women’s

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY .
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over wives who are potentially trans-

ing in the labor market; legal frame-

The gap between the law on paper

gressing their expected roles as wives.

works and adequate facilities that might

and the law in practice needs to be closed.

support families in balancing work and

Changes in the legal framework mean

family duties are incomplete. For exam-

little if unaccompanied by public aware-

ple, in Iraq, 10 hours a week of house-

ness or compliance and enforcement.

work is associated with a 20 percent

These issues can arise because of unclear

lower probability of working for women

legislation, poor enforcement, women’s

with a tertiary degree and a 70 percent

lack of knowledge, and women’s ability

lower probability for those with less than

or options to seek justice. For example,

secondary education; the results are sim-

clear definitions of key behaviors that are

ilar for hours spent in childcare.

likely to give rise to conflict are needed:

Finally, as women become mothers,
additional barriers to participation in
the labor market emerge with further
demands on household chores and childrearing. Acceptability, perceptions of
available quality of childcare provision,
and its accessibility and affordability are
all additional factors preventing women
with children from entering or remain-

Exactly what constitutes discrimination

THE ROAD AHEAD

or harassment? Is there a body to enforce
the laws and regulations, and, if there is,
is it timely and effective? Furthermore,

Many of the policies needed to address

employment and sexual harassment in

problems may arise when women do

these issues have already been discussed

the workplace and public spaces, espe-

not pursue legitimate grievances because

in the literature. Foremost, economic

cially on public transportation. Women,

they lack awareness of their legal rights

growth needs to be stronger, and more

Business and the Law 2020 identifies le-

and the recourse they may have or be-

jobs must be created. Although more

gal deficiencies in Jordan and Lebanon,

cause they are deterred by the high costs

jobs are necessary for more women to

as well as constraints on women travel-

of action and a real or perceived limited

work, however, job creation itself will

ing outside the home in Iraq and Jordan

chance of success.

not be enough. In many cases, revisions

(World Bank 2020). It identifies in all

Improvements to public transporta-

to laws and regulations are needed. In

three countries legal deficiencies related

tion are needed beyond responding to

other cases, interventions are needed to

to ensuring equal pay, hours, and access

and criminalizing sexual harassment.

address the issues with public transpor-

to jobs and industries; marriage and do-

It must be made safe, affordable, and

tation and the supply of childcare that

mestic violence; maternal and paternal

reliable. A 2018 study by SADAQA, a

prevent women from accessing econom-

leave and protection of pregnant workers

local organization that promotes wom-

ic opportunities. Finally, although social

from dismissal; prohibiting discrimina-

en’s economic rights, makes a series of

norms can be difficult to change, some

tion in access to credit based on gender;

recommendations for Jordan that would

interventions have proven successful

and ensuring equal rights to inheritance.

similarly apply in Iraq and Lebanon.

elsewhere, particularly those aimed at

ILO (2018) summarizes additional care

These recommendations include greater

correcting misperceptions. Some im-

policies required to make working more

connectivity between cities to open up

portant examples of each follow.

family-friendly, including leave entitle-

more economic opportunities for wom-

ments for sick or disabled relatives and

en; a focus on shortening time spent

family-friendly working arrangements

in transit and improving cost efficien-

such as part-time work, flex work, and

cy; increasing the number of women

telecommuting.

in public transportation management

Further legal and policy reforms are
needed. Women’s employment could potentially be increased by legislation eliminating gender-based discrimination in
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FIGURE ES.7

Perceptions of whether (and when) it is acceptable for women to work, Iraq and Jordan

Share of responses (%)
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Source: Wor ld Bank 20 1 8 b, fo rt h c o m in g .

as well as hiring more female conduc-

public transport. It also emphasizes the

early childhood development practic-

tors, bus-drivers, and ticket sale offi-

integration of urban planning, land use,

es. Moreover, the expansion of care will

cers to make it a more inclusive space;

and transportation planning in order to

create new jobs within the care industry,

and making bus stops and depots safer

make cities denser, which in turn helps

many of which may be filled by women,

through better lighting, continuous sur-

cost and coverage.

and contribute to economic growth.

veillance, and access to security officers
in the case of emergency. Most important, these changes need to be supported
by adequate budgets, which may require
public subsidies. In addition to the report recommendations, locations could
be made more accessible by installing
ramps for baby carts and providing
changing facilities, while smartphone
applications could provide information
about bus schedules, stop locations and
current arrival times. More generally,
World Bank (2014) provides other recommendations targeted at increasing
coverage and affordability, including
improved public transport expertise and
an expanded but consolidated supply of

Addressing the care market can lib-

Governments may be able to take

erate women from unpaid housework

actions to support scaling up the care

and care responsibilities while creat-

economy. Jordan has recently made legal

ing new jobs, often for women. Despite

revisions regarding childcare services in

prevailing social norms and preferences

larger businesses (for employers whose

for performing such tasks at home, the

employees have a total of 15 or more

Mashreq has a large unmet demand for

children aged under five years) and to

child- and elderly care, especially as Iraq,

the licensing system to facilitate more

Jordan, and Lebanon enter the transi-

home-based nurseries. Other measures

tion to aging societies. Existing childcare

can also contribute, including expanding

benefits richer households, which means

public provision, streamlining regula-

that greater access for other households

tions of care providers, creating incen-

will potentially free women to perform

tives for private sector–led provision of

other tasks that may increase families’

childcare and for investors, and setting

earning capacity. Greater access to child-

up and enforcing good industry stan-

care could also increase human capital of

dards. For women who cannot afford

poorer children if that childcare includes

private services, a combination of tax-,

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY .
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cash-, or voucher-based incentives and

derstand which norms are most binding;

jobs offer will not by themselves lead to

support schemes can be implemented;

whereas almost all respondents thought

massive increases in participation; how-

Turkey provides an overseas example.

it was acceptable in general for women

ever, they can help circumvent existing

to work, less than half thought it was ac-

barriers and be part of the generational

ceptable for women to come home from

shift observed in other countries that did

work after 5:00 p.m. (figure ES.7).

subsequently experience rapid increases

Barriers to gender equality are often
left unaddressed because of the perceived rigidity of traditional values. Recent research has shown, however, that

Moreover, for the policies dis-

correcting misperceptions of norms

cussed to be effective, they need to be

can increase economic participation of

designed to complement each other

women. In some communities, both

and implemented in a coordinated

men and women misperceive what they

fashion. This report emphasizes the

think their neighbors believe is appro-

multitude of legal, social, and mar-

priate behavior, including when it comes

ket barriers that impede women’s

to activities such as whether it is appro-

ability to work over their lives. Al-

priate for women to work in various set-

though each of the different policies

tings, or whether men should participate

reviewed are needed to increase fe-

in childcare and other unpaid household

male participation, none are likely

work. There is evidence in some coun-

to succeed without a strategic and

tries that exposing such misperceptions

coordinated approach. Addressing

where they exist can in some cases result

any single issue without addressing

in a shift toward more mutually benefi-

the range of constraints women face

cial social norms. A recent study found

is unlikely to improve outcomes.

that most young married men privately
supported women working but underestimated how others did. When this
misperception was corrected, those
men’s wives were more likely to enter the
workforce. Another study in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq found that, whereas 93 percent of individuals believed it
was acceptable for women to work, they
also believed that only 62 percent of the
community agreed. Similar gaps exist
for working when married, or in mixed
company with men, suggesting that an
awareness campaign could be effective.
The study (and a similar one in Jordan)
also showed it is just as important to un-

14

Beyond the mentioned policies, facilitating the development of digital jobs
provides a specific opportunity. Worldwide and in the Mashreq, an increasing
number of digital jobs will be created as
technology transforms almost all economic sectors. This transformation has
great potential for increasing opportunities for women. The ability for women to
work from home with flexible hours enhanced by digital technology helps overcome many of the constraints identified,
such as lack of safe and quality transportation, lack of childcare, personal preferences, and restrictive social norms.
The increased opportunities that digital

WOMEN’S ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION IN IRAQ, JORDAN AND LEBANON

in participation. These new opportunities are not restricted to highly educated
young women, for whom participation
is already relatively high. Low-skilled
and rural women can also benefit from
this digital transformation as opportunities for impact outsourcing and platforms connecting small-scale farmers
and craftspeople emerge. Governments
can play an important role in addressing specific constraints by investing in
digital infrastructure, platforms, financial services, and skills. Situations vary
across countries: Iraq needs investments
in all areas whereas Jordan and Lebanon
present more advanced environments
for these activities. Nonetheless, increasing digital jobs will take time and work,
and not all such jobs may be right for all
three countries.
Unfortunately, the digital gender divide in the Mashreq is one of the widest
in the world; without closing it, digital
transformation threatens to become less
of an opportunity and more of a barrier. In Iraq, it is estimated that only 72
women use the Internet for every 100
men, a gender gap of 28 percent (figure
ES.8), and only 89 women use mobile
phones for every 100 men, a gender gap
of 11 percent (figure ES.9). In Lebanon
and Jordan, the Internet gap is smaller at

FIGURE ES.8
Ratio of female to male Internet access, selected Mashreq
countrie s

FIGURE ES.9
Ratio of female to male mobile phone access, selected Mashreq
countrie s
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10 percent, but the mobile phone gap is

courage girls and women from accessing

in terms of Internet, mobile, and smart

larger than in Iraq—at 17 percent (Leb-

and using the Internet out of concerns

phone use; and the stock of digital skills

anon) and 21 percent (Jordan). The dig-

for their safety.

young women have or need.

ital divide means young women do not
access or excel in digital jobs as much
as young men do. This divide exists for
several reasons: women are less likely to
own mobile phones and, even if they do
have a phone, are less likely to use mobile
Internet, social media, or SMS services.
This report discusses constraints that
keep young women from gaining digital jobs at the individual level, because
of market failure related to laws, social
norms, safety and security concerns, and
discrimination in the workplace. For example, women enter science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
fields less than men in Lebanon and
Jordan, whereas some families may dis-

Progress needs to be monitored on

Such monitoring requires new data

several dimensions. This report identi-

and analysis in many areas. There is a

fies various indicators that could poten-

pressing need for more frequent basic

tially be monitored regularly using exist-

data in the Mashreq countries. Leba-

ing data, but other important indicators

non last conducted a national household

are not currently collected. Govern-

survey in 2012, although results from a

ments, the international community, and

recent 2018–19 labor force survey are

broader civil society can take efforts to

being released. Iraq has a comprehensive

leverage existing instruments to collect

national household socioeconomic sur-

additional data or develop new survey

vey, which is representative at the district

instruments to do so, when needed. For

level but is held only every six years or

example, the current annual Labor Force

so; but the country has no regular labor

Survey conducted by the Jordan Depart-

force survey. Consequently, monitoring

ment of Statistics could be modified to

even the headline outcome of female la-

collect more information on the number

bor participation on a regular basis is not

of different digital jobs being created and

possible. There is also a need to collect

performed by women; the gender gap

more information that would illuminate
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constraints to both the demand and the

local researchers using the new data for

ally affected by the labor market effects

supply of female labor, especially among

collaborative inputs to the next report.

from COVID-19. Women will probably

younger women. For example, because
demographic and health surveys are not
regularly conducted in all three countries, some of the countries have only infrequent data on gender-based violence
and sexual and reproductive rights and
health issues. In addition, more surveys
of informal and microenterprise sectors
would help reveal the constraints on female microentrepreneurs.

A key step would be to better understand each country’s current institutional structures that are designed to protect
women’s existing rights—and why these
structures have not been as effective as
they could be. In some countries, a specialized legal commission has been established to promote legal change and
enforce women’s rights. Such bodies coordinate gender policy, conduct analysis

To address the lack of data, a new

and evaluation, and have an investigative

survey on key issues has been launched

and corrective capacity with respect to

in the three Mashreq countries to shed

gender discrimination in employment,

new light and to act as a benchmark

education, resources allocation, facili-

against which to measure future prog-

ties, and services. Alternative approaches

ress. The survey will look at digital jobs,

to establishing and implementing such

the care economy, social norms, and the

bodies are discussed in the report using

de jure–de facto gap of the legal frame-

examples from the United States and the

works in place. The results will be pre-

Republic of Korea.

sented at the Third Mashreq Conference
on Women’s Economic Empowerment
in 2021. The World Bank will work with
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Finally, this report was prepared
before the COVID-19 crisis. However,
women are likely to be disproportion-

WOMEN’S ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION IN IRAQ, JORDAN AND LEBANON

experience a significant burden on their
time given their multiple care responsibilities as school closures and confinement measures are adopted, possibly
leading to reductions in working time
and permanent exit from the labor market among those who currently participate. Women tend to be engaged in
sectors that may be hit particularly hard
(services) and in vulnerable forms of
employment (e.g. self-employment in
small subsistence businesses, informal
domestic work), which often leaves
them out of formal social protection
measures targeted to workers, making
it even more complicated to cope with
the crisis. Moreover, in a context where
societal attitudes suggest that in times of
scarcity of jobs, those should go to men,
women are also likely to be left out even
more than prior to this crisis.
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